Denver Tennis Park Stringing Guide & Prices
Wilson:
NXT 16 & 17: This is one of the most popular, time-tested multifilaments ever made. It offers optimal comfort, touch, power, and feel.
According to Wilson, NXT offers a 10% increased sweet spot over traditional synthetic gut, as well as 74% less vibration. Players with slow to
moderate swing speeds will benefit from the power of NXT. It's also great for all types of players that love the classic gut-like feel of a
multifilament, as well as being a great option for polyester string users as part of a hybrid. Tennis elbow sufferers looking for a softer, more
comfortable string should also give NXT a try.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $38

Sensation 16 & 17: Great value in a multifilament! A comfortable string with a nice blend of feel & playability. Known for its vibration
dampening qualities, Sensation lives up to its long-standing reputation as an arm-friendly string choice. It's a great option for players looking
for a soft, playable alternative to natural gut, or for those seeking a more comfortable selection compared to the stiffer synthetic guts.
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... $28

Synthetic Gut Power 16 & 17: Wilson Synthetic Gut Power is a solid core synthetic gut string with high energy wraps for a livelier
response. This string offers an impressive combination of power and control in a very arm-friendly package. Spin potential is above average for
a synthetic gut. The feel is comfortably crisp and is well suited to players who want great all-around performance.
….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….. $23

Luxilon:
ALU Power 16L: In addition to being one of the most popular choices on the ATP Tour, this string helped usher in the polyester revolution
in tennis. The firm monofilament construction will enable you to take huge cuts at the ball without losing control. As a result, you can generate
massive stroke speed, which produces a dangerous combination of pace and spin. Ultimately, this is a great option for intermediate and
advanced players who want control, spin and durability. The fact that is offers above average feel for a control string is a very nice bonus.
.......................................................................................................................................................................................... ............................................ $36

4G 16L: Though quite firm and durable, 4G is loaded with playability. Luxilon spent two years tweaking the molecular properties of 4G in
order to extend the life of playability. This is a great option for players who want all the benefits of a control string without the high tension
loss and impact shock that comes with some of the first generation polys. This doesn't mean it will work for players who prefer natural gut or
nylon multifilaments, but it does mean that for players with long, fast strokes Luxilon has created a very user-friendly co-poly.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………………………….…….. $36

4G Soft 16: Luxilon introduces a softer version of 4G. Like the original version, 4G Soft offers remarkable tension maintenance. Although it is
softer than the original 4G, this string is still firm and best suited to intermediate and advanced players who make their own power. The
exceptional control on full swings lends itself to fast swing speeds and very easy access to spin. This is a great option for big hitters who want
control, spin and durability along with increased tension maintenance. ..………………………………………………………………………... $36

Element 16L: Element 16L is a slightly thinner and softer version of one of the softest strings in Luxilon's line-up. With Element you'll get
exceptional precision and spin without the high level of shock that comes with a traditional control string. Like its predecessors (M2 Pro and
M2 Plus), Element features Multi-Mono Technology, providing you with a slightly more flexible feel than other Luxilon monofilaments.
Although this string definitely works best if you have long, fast strokes, our playtest team was also impressed with its performance on touch
shots (especially when compared to more traditional polyesters which tend to feel overly stiff and unresponsive at slow stroke speeds).
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….... $34

*Prices include string and labor. String labor is only $18*
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